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An Illustrated Check List of Bony Fish Remains from the Paleocene
and Eocene Pamunkey Group of Maryland and Virginia
by Bob Wiest
The Pamunkey

Group

Fossiliferous outcrops of the Pamunkey Group occur throughout
the Maryland and Virginia Tidewater area.
The Pamunkey Group is
comprised of five outcropping formations, two of which are further divided into members.
Pamunkey Group:
Piney Point Formation

Middle Eocene

Nanjemoy Formation
Woodstock Member
Potapaco Member

Early Eocene

Marlboro

E.Eocene/
L.Paleocene

Clay

Aquia Formation
Paspotansa Member
Piscataway Member

Late Paleocene

Brightseat

Early Paleocene

Formation

Phyl10dus toliapicus
(x2.5) tooth plate
collected by
Alison Ward

The Nanjemoy, Marlboro Clay, and Aquia Formations are all accessible along the Potomac River in the Charle~ County, Maryland
area.
The Brightseat Formation is occasionally exposed by construction equipment in the vicinity of Largo, Maryland, and the
Piney Point Formation is accessible by "dropping" a boat off the
Route 360 bridge over the Pamunkey River in Virginia.
The outcrops are both upstream and downstream from the bridge.
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The Bony Fish Fauna
The most abundant bony fish finds from the Brightseat Formation are the teeth of Cybium (tuna and mackerel family) and
PEl1"albula. The occurence of Eg'ertonia (if correctly identified)
is represented by a single tooth plate found by George Fonger.
Also, there is the possibility that Eotrigodon (c.f. Stephanodon),
found within the Brightseat} did not transcend the KIT boundary
and is actually reworked upwards from the underlying Severn
Formation, although it has been found in the Eocene of Europe and
Africa.
In the Aquia Formation the most interesting specimens
are the extremely rare scales of Lepisosteus (garfish) and the
more common tooth plates of Phyllodus,
although Cybium and
Paralbula dominate the fauna.
So far, collecting from the Marlboro Clay has not produced any fish material.
Although material
is rare in the Nanjemoy Formation, Robert Weems and Stephen
Horman found and described some amazing material after collecting
from the outcrops for approximately ten years.
They deposited
the material, including Brychaetus and Sarda, with the Smithsonian, and it is available by appointment to the general public
for inspection.
Unfortunately, the least accessible formation,
the Piney Point, has the most abundant fish material, with Trichiurus (cutlass fish) and Sphyraena (barracuda) being quite
common.
The spines of Arius (sea catfish) are rare but notable
finds from this formation.
If you choose to collect from the
Pamunkey River, watch out for the rapidly rising tide and the
"Deliverance" Good 01' Boys.
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For specimens noted by
refer to photographic plates in : Weems, R. E. & Horman,
S.R., 1983, Teleost Fish Remains (Osteoglossidae, Blochiidae, Scombridae, Triodontidae, Diodontidae) From The Lower Eocene Nanjemoy Formation of Maryland.
Proceedings of the Biological Society of Washington 96(1) pp 38 - 49
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POPE'S CREEK STAFF FIELD TRIP
On June 29, the CMM had a staff field t~ip to the basal Calvert
Formation site just south of Pope's Creek, Maryland.
Participants included Ralph Eshelman, Mike Gottfried, Jean Hoope~, Ken
Kaumeyer, Jimmy Langley, George Nichols, and Jean Phelps.
Although we only spend a few hours at the site, several nice specimens were collected.
The most important scientifically were a
bird ulna (found by Ralph) and a horse toe bone (found by Jean
Phelps).
A number of nice sharks' teeth were also recovered,
including some from the Eocene that lies just below the Calvert
Formation.
A fair number of cetacean vertebrae were also noted
in situ along the cliff face.
Following the collecting, we
rewarded ourselves with a late lunch at Robertson's Crab House-outstanding soft crab sandwiches!
--Mike Gottfried
GREAT SPRING FOR DICK GRIER
The Ecphora doesn't usually print lists of "personal finds," but
the finds of Dick Grier this spring warrant an exception.
In the
course of three months this spring, he found a Miocene horse molar, two large Isurus hastalis Agassiz teeth, and a 2" Carcharodon tooth at Randle Cliff; a complete sand dollar; a 2" Otodus
and a 1" Carcharodon during the club trip to Liverpool Point; and
what may turn out to be two consecutive whale vertebrae (the last
lumbar and first caudal).
And without even going to Lee Creek!
NEW FINDS FROM CALVERT CLIFFS
Two recent fossil finds from along Calvert Cliffs deserve
special mention.
The first is a portion of the lower right jaw
of Gdleocerdo contortus (extinct tiger shark) in which six teeth
are preserved, in place, in two distinct rows.
The specimen was
found by Ron Ross on the beach at the north end of Scientists'
Cliffs; Ron was kind enough to donate his find to CMM.
Fossil
sharks in which associated teeth are preserved in place on the
jaw are extremely rare, and this should prove to be an important
specimen.
The second discovery of note is a tibia (the large bone in
the hind limb between the knee and ankle) from a fossil
rhinoceros.
This specimen was found by Michael Conlon on the
beach near Driftwood Beach (Chesapeake Ranch Estates).
Michael
has also very generously donated his find to the CMM collection.
It is an unusually small tibia for a rhino, and may turn out to
be from a "dwarf" species.
Fossil club members visiting the museum are welcome to come
by the paleo lab and see these two finds.
Please feel free to
drop by or call about anything unusual or interesting that you
want identified or think might be important.
--Mik~ Gottfried
~HE IDENTIFICATION CHART ON THE NEXT TWO PAGES IS AN INSERT
INTENDED TO BE XEROXED FOR KIDS' AND BEGINNERS' FOSSIL PROGRAMS.
PLEASE USE IT!
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Simpl1t1ed

Shark Tooth

Identification

The following is a system of tooth 1dentification developed
by Craig DeTample of CMM.
It is like Robert Purdy's, but is
somewhat s1mpler (if less precise) and is therefore ideal for beginners and students.
For obvious reasons, Craig calls it TAcY.
Step 1. Separate teeth out into 5 categories:
A. Those teeth held with the tip down that look like a T
B. Teeth held with tip up that look like an A
C. Teeth held with tip up that look like a c (very recurved)
D. Teeth held with tip down that look like a Y (may be
slightly recurved)
E. Teeth with many points all about same size and no Y shape
When you have trouble deciding which category
the tooth, try the tooth in both categories.
Step 2.

Look at each category

best describes

with the following

criteria:

T-Shaped:
--crown is thin, no serration or notches=
Negaprion sp. (extinct lemon shark)

--crown is broad, mayor
may not have serrations,
shallow notch, may be recurved=
Carcharinus egertoni (extinct sand-bar shark)

A-Shaped:
--crown is triangular with no serrations=
Isurus hastalis (extinct mako shark)

--crown is triangular with serrations=
Carcharodon megalodon (extinct Great White shark)

c-Shaped:
--no serrations, shallow notch=
Sphyrna zyguena (extinct hammerhead

shark)
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--no serrations, no notch=
Alopias grandis (extinct thresher

shark)

--very fine or fine serrations, with or without
5phyrna laevissimus (extinct hammerhead)

notch=

--fine serrations, shallow notch, long thin crown=
6aleocerdo contortus (extlnct tiger shark)

--fine and coarse serrations both present, deep notch=
6aleocerdo aduncus (extinct tiger shark)

--moderate and uniform-sized serrations,
Carcharinus sp.(extinct silky shark)

no notch=

V-Shaped:
--thin crown with tiny lateral denticles on each side=
Odontaspis sp. (extinct sand-tiger shark)

--same with no lateral denticles=
Isurus oxyrinchus (extinct mako shark)

--flattened crown with very coarse serrations, may be
slightly recurved OR somewhat flattened crown with
large bump where nutritive groove is located=
Hemipristis serra (extinct snaggletooth shark)

Many Cusps:
--recurved serrations=
Notorhynchus sp. (extinct seven-gill)

--serratlons not recurved=
Hexanchus sp. (extinct cow shark)
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ELINOR COFER: THE NICEST

FOSSICKER

IN RIDGE

Elinor Cofer likes to characterize herself by telling about
a letter she received after doing a program for a local school.
One child wrote, wThank you so much for showing us your fossils.
You're the nicest old lady I ever met!~
While no one who knows her could possibly think of her as an
old lady, Elinor must be in contention for the record as veteran
local fossil hunter, having hunted the Calvert Cliffs beaches for
60 years.
In the 1920s and 30s, her family owned a cottage at
Chesapeake Beach, high on a cliff near the old Chesapeake Beach
amusement park (and not far, she says, from a camp of gypsies).
She spent her summers riding the carousel at the park and
picking up sharks' teeth on the beach.
In those days, she
maintains, the tide often left a solid black line of little teeth
along the beach.
Porpoise and whale epiphyses were used as
skipping stones; 1" and 2" teeth were so common her family had
jars of them.
Although giant teeth were still prizes, they were
common enough so that one neighbor had a line of them built into
the wall along her driveway.
But the locals didn/t even know
what the teeth were; no one would believe Elinor~s father when he
told them the teeth were from a sea which had covered the area
millions of years ago.
In the 40s and 50s she and her family,
including her three children, vacationed at Scientists' Cliffs,
where she learned more about the scientific status of the fossils
from the Gravatts and their exhibits in the basement of Chestnut
Cabin.
She now lives in Ridge, six miles south of St. Mary's
City, with her husband, and has had more time to spend on
fossiling and other nature activities since she retired from the
Health Center at St. Mary's College.
To those who come in contact with her in her work teaching
about fossils and in her environmental pursuits, Elinor is
definitely a nice lady (unless you're a developer or county
official).
She has been teaching children about fossils since
she helped her own children with science projects. (In fourth
grade, her son drew a large picture of a grinning whale and
filled its mouth with sharks' teeth carefully graded by size.
She didn't have the heart to disillusion him, so the project was
entered in the science fair--and won an honorable mention.)
She
frequently prepares exhibits for the Lexington Park library and
for Point Lookout, has done presentations for the summer
"Creation Around the Chesapeake" program at St. Mary's College,
and does innumerable programs for local schools.
She has also
been a serious environmentalist
for years.
Thirty years ago, she
was one of the first members of the environmental committee of
the local ornithological society.
When she retired,. she began to
focus her energy on the need for an env'ironmental organization to
protect the bay, and she founded the St. Mary's Friends of the
Chesapeake.
Recently, she has been written about and has appeared on local T.V. because of her attempts to preserve environmentally sensitive areas from overdevelopment.
Elinor says she doesn't know where all .those jars of large
teeth from her childhood went, but she has kept a pretty nice
sampling of the things she's found.
From Calvert Cliffs, she has
collected sperm whale and squalodon teeth, a whale tympanic bone,
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a large Ranzania (ocean sunfish) beak, a Serena (sea cow) rib, a
whale jaw, a huge crocodile vertebra, a whale vertebra with tooth
marks, and a respectable selection of teeth 3/1-5" (she"s a Past
Blademaster).
Among her invertebrate treasures are several whole
Abertella aberti (sand dollars), a whole lsognomon (both valves),
most of one lsognomon valve that if whole would measure a foot,
and--her pride and joy--aXenophora
(the weird, uncommon carrier
shell which cements bits of junk on itself for camouflage).
Above all, Elinor is a tough lady. She recently underwent
bypass surgery, but can't be kept trom work1ng dillgently in her
garden (no matter how her husband tries).
In the past few years
she has been several times to Lee Creek (the first time, on the
infamous Broken-Bus-Extra-Two-Mile-Hike
trip) and other hot,
horrible places, and she still keeps going to more of them.
She
says one of the best things about fossil-hunting is that it makes
you extend yourself, for example by walking "miles beyond the
point of sanity./I One of her past escapades certainly
illustrates this point.
A couple of years ago, on a viciously
hot day, she and a teenage male companion were walking through
the briary mess above the cliffs at Chancellor's Point, and
rather than go back through more of the same she suggested they
slide down the twenty-foot vertical cliffs to the beach.
Her
companion refused, but Elinor thought she saw a good way down
qnd, with only a passing thought about the consequences of
breaking mature bones, she slid precipitously down the cliff on
her rump, clutching roots along the way and landing on a narrow
ledge halfway down.
When her companion called down to ask if she
was all right, she said, "Yes, I'm just resting a bit."
But not,
as usual, ~or very lcng.
****Percy

Dovetonsils

Perverted

Poetry Corner****

P IS FOR PALEONTOLOGY
Consider the sages who pulverize boulders
And burrow for elbows and shinbones and shoulders,
And shovel the loot from a hill or a dale of it,
And lovingly carry off pail after pail of it.
Anon a remarkable Tyrannosaurus,
As tall as a steeple is standing before us,
Rebuilt from a bit of the skin or a scale of it,
Or maybe as much as a single toe-nail of it.
Curators are handy to speak of its habits,
To say that it fed on the forebears of rabbits,
To mimic the whine or the whistle or wa1l of it,
And tell (in a whisper) the female or male of it.
But though in the quest for some primitive lemur,
They fish out a fragment of petrified femur,
I wish they"d not fashion a four-footed whale of it,
Without ever knowing the head or the tail of it.
from Franklin

P. Adam's

Anthology
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NEWS SUMMARY
Washington Post 25 May '90--The Smithsonian Museum of Natural
History recently opened their new "Life in the Ancient Sea" hall,
which traces the evolution of sea life over the last nearly 700
million years.
The Cenozoic portion of the exhibit includes specimens from Calvert Cliffs.
Among the highlights was the remounted complete skeleton of the archeocete whale Bdsilosdurus.
(~nother exhib~t:
The Maryland Science Center
hosting the
travelling exhib~t. "Treasures of the Tar Pits," until mid-Sept.)

is

Science 13 July J90--Recently discovered specimens of the archeocete whale Basilosaurus isis from the Eocene of Egypt have fullydeveloped hind 11mbs and foot bones, the first known in a cetacean.
The structure of the limbs suggests that whales evolved from an
early group of mammals called condylarths.
The discoverers think
that the hind limbs may have functioned as "copulatory guides" (~).
Nature 17 May '90--Two U. of Tor-onto researchers have "rediscovered" a 250-million-year-old
skull (collected in Texas in 1897)
in the American Museum in NYC.
The skull appears to represent a
transitional form between pelycosaurs ("sail-backed" reptiles)
and therapsids (reptIles most closely related to mammals).
Until
recent detailed preparation, the cat-sized skull (called Tetraceratops) was ascribed to a relatively uninteresting pelycosaur.
This discovery reemphasizes the fact that there are two good ways
to find exciting fossils--in the field and in old museum drawers.
Time 11 June 190--Geologists at Lamont-Doherty Lab in NYC
recently concluded that radiocarbon dates may be off by as much
as 3,500 years, enough to throw doubt on accepted views as to
when humans first entered the Americas.
The results were based
on cross-checks using another dating technique, the constant rate
of decay of radioactive uranium to thorium.
The uranium-thorium
dates may be more accurate due to variations over time in the
amount of Carbon-14 in the atmosphere.
Uranium-thorium dating
also can be used on older material up to 500,000 years old (carbon dating is good only to about 40,000 years).
Science 18 May '90: Researchers have recently hypothesized that
the "killer comet" or meteorite which allegedly killed the
dinosaurs may have landed in the Caribbean.
Two possible sites
have been postulated based on the relative distribution of
"ejecta" (heavy material thrown up by an impact).
The distribution of thls material is the most convincing evidence to date
of a crater which could be connected with dinosaur extinction.
THANKS to the following contributors this month: Craig DeTample,
Betty Cridlin for illustrations of Craig's chart, Mike Gottfried and Pam Osagawara for news summary items, Mike for events
past and present, Bob Wiest for the lead article, Dave Bohaska
for the sick poem, and Sandy Roberts for just about everything.
IF WE DID NOT PUBLISH SOMETHING YOU CONTRIBUTED IT WILL APPEAR
NEXT MONTH.
AND THANKS~ ~ KEEP CONTRIBUTIONS COMING--NEWS ITEMS
AND ARTICLES LIkE THE LEAD ONE, ON LOCAL FOSSILS, ESPECIALLY.
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COMING EVENTS
October

13th and 14th.
Patuxent River Appreciation Days (PRAD).
Volunteers are needed as always for both days, outside
on the CMM grounds.
No experience necessary--only enthusiasm for explaining about local fossils (or patience
and stern discipline for helping kids sift through trays
of sand to find teeth).
PLEASE call Sandy Roberts (301586-0791) and pledge your time for one of these days.
Saturday, Oct. 27. Lee Creek trip. Limit 50 people.
Sunday, Oct. 28. Harleyville, SC. Giant Concrete
Quarry. Eocene Limestone, Oligocene Cooper marl,
reworked Miocene, some Pliocene and Pleistocene.
For those who want to go on from Lee Creek--leave Lee
Creek in afternoon, drive 5 1/2 hours further south,
stay near quarry overnight.
Go into quarry at 7 a.m.
Sunday and stay all day.
Bring pick and shovels.
Limit for Harleyville 20 people.
Call-in date for both:
Sat. Oct. 14 from 9 a.m. onward; call Steve Brady at
301-257-9113.

November

Saturday the 17th at 3:00 p.m. CMM Auditorium.
Lecture: "Collecting Ancient Fishes in the Bal tics. II
Informal lecture with slides.
Some of the oldest-known
fossil fishes come from the Baltic region.
Mike Gottfried, CMM Curator of Paleontology, will share his experiences in Estonia and Latvia, which included visits to
f~ssil localities that had not been visited by outsiders
since the 1930s.
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